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size (~1300 Å) of HSV-1 particles, it has been
difficult to obtain atomic structures of the HSV-1
capsid and CATC; consequently, the structural
bases underlying a-herpesviruses’ remarkable
capability of long-range neuronal transport and
many other aspects of its life cycle are poorly
understood.
RESULTS: By using cryo–electron microscopy,
we obtained an atomic model of the HSV-1
capsid with CATC, comprising multiple conformers of the capsid proteins VP5, VP19c,
VP23, and VP26 and tegument proteins pUL17,
pUL25, and pUL36. Crowning every capsid vertex are five copies of hetON OUR WEBSITE
eropentameric CATC. The
pUL17 monomer in each
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CATC bridges over triplexes
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Ta and Tc on the capsid surorg/10.1126/
science.aao7298
face and supports a coiled..................................................
coil helix bundle of a pUL25
dimer and a pUL36 dimer, thus positioning
their flexible domains for potential involvement
in nuclear egress and axonal transport of the
capsid. The single C-terminal helix of pUL36
resolved in the CATC links the capsid to the
outer tegument and envelope: As the largest
tegument protein in all herpesviruses and
essential for virion formation, pUL36 has been
shown to interact extensively with other tegument proteins, which in turn interact with envelope glycoproteins. Architectural similarities
between herpesvirus triplex proteins and auxiliary cementing protein gpD in bacteriophage l,
in addition to the bacteriophage HK97 gp5–like
folds in their major capsid proteins and structural similarities in their DNA packaging and
delivery apparatuses, indicate that the commonality between bacteriophages and herpesviruses extends to their auxiliary components.
Notwithstanding this broad evolutionary conservation, comparison of HSV-1 capsid proteins
with those of other herpesviruses revealed extraordinary structural diversities in the forms of
domain insertion and conformation polymorphism, not only for tegument interactions but
also for DNA encapsulation.
◥

INTRODUCTION: Since Hippocrates first de-

Structure of the HSV-1 capsid
with capsid-associated tegument
proteins. Surface view of a 4.2-Å
resolution map of the icosahedral
capsid, with a single facet shown in
color. The structure of the vertex
region (magnified view) was improved
to 3.5-Å resolution by subparticle
refinement. P, peripentonal; C,
center; E, edge; Ta to Te,
heterotrimeric triplexes
composed of Tri1, Tri2A,
and Tri2B.

RATIONALE: A prominent feature of these
neurotropic viruses is the long-range (up to
tens of centimeters) axonal retrograde transport of the DNA-containing viral capsid from
nerve endings at sites of infection (such as the
lips) to neuronal cell bodies at the ganglia to
establish latency or, upon reactivation, anterograde transport of the progeny viral particles
from the ganglia to nerve terminals, resulting
in reinfection of the dermis. Capsid-associated
tegument complexes (CATCs) have been demonstrated to be involved in this cytoskeletondependent capsid transport. Because of the large

CONCLUSION: Our structure of the HSV-1
capsid with capsid-associated tegument proteins provides mechanistic insights into multiple aspects of the viral life cycle, including
capsid assembly, nuclear egress, acquisition
of tegument and envelope, and axonal transport in neuronal cells. The numerous molecular interactions and atomic details embodied
in the structure make it a much-sought-after
atlas for the search of antivirals targeting these
critical steps of HSV-1 lytic replication.
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scribed the cutaneous spreading of herpes simplex lesions, many other diseases—chickenpox,
infectious mononucleosis, nasopharyngeal carcinoma, and Kaposi’s sarcoma—have been found
to be associated with the nine known human
herpesviruses. Among them, herpes simplex virus
type 1 (HSV-1, causes cold sores), type 2 (HSV-2,
causes genital herpes), and varicella-zoster virus
(causes chickenpox and shingles)—which all belong to the a-herpesvirus subfamily—can establish lifelong latent infection within our peripheral
nervous system.
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he Herpesviridae family is associated with
herpes lesions at the lips (cold sores) and
the genitalia as well as many other diseases—
chickenpox, infectious mononucleosis, nasopharyngeal carcinoma, and Kaposi’s sarcoma
(1). The nine known human herpesviruses span
all three herpesvirus subfamilies—a-, b-, and gherpesviruses—and are grouped on the basis of
their biological properties, including differences
in tissue tropism. Viruses in the a-herpesvirus
subfamily, including herpes simplex virus type
1 (HSV-1, causes cold sores) and type 2 (HSV-2,
causes genital herpes) and varicella-zoster virus
(causes chickenpox and shingles), can establish
lifelong latent infections within the peripheral
nervous systems of their hosts. The DNA-containing
capsids of these neurotropic viruses undergo longrange (up to tens of centimeters) axonal retrograde transport from nerve endings at sites of
infection (such as the lips) to neuronal cell bodies
at the ganglia to establish latency. Upon reactivation, anterograde transport of the progeny viral
particles from the ganglia to nerve terminals results in reinfection of the dermis. Capsid-bound
tegument proteins are involved in this cytoskeletondependent capsid transport (2–7). Densities of
tegument proteins have been visualized at the
icosahedral vertices of the HSV-1 capsid by cryo–
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) (8), leading to designations such as C-capsid–specific component

(9), capsid vertex-specific component (10), and,
more generally across different subfamilies of
herpesviruses, the capsid-associated tegument
complex (CATC) (11). Molecular labeling, together
with the fitting of crystallographic models into
subnanometer resolution cryo-EM structures,
has shown that CATC from a-herpesviruses contains at least pUL25 and pUL17 (10–14) and
possibly pUL36 (15–17), all of which are essential for viral propagation. However, the CATC in
the nonneurotropic b-herpesvirus human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) bears neither compositional
nor structural similarities to that in a-herpesviruses.
The b-herpesvirus–specific tegument protein pp150
forms a spherical net securing the capsid (18–20)
that is pressurized by a viral double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) genome of 235 kb, 50% larger than that
of HSV-1. Capsid proteins are more conserved
than tegument proteins, with herpesviruses across
different subfamilies all containing homologous
capsid proteins, though the level of conservation
varies greatly in both sequence and function.
In the absence of atomic structures of the HSV-1
capsid and CATC, the structural bases underlying
long-range neuronal transport and aspects of genome packaging are poorly understood. Because
of the large size (~1300 Å) of HSV-1 particles, the
progress toward an atomic description of HSV-1
has been astonishingly slow, with the highest resolution as yet being 6.8 Å (17), which is insufficient for de novo atomic modeling.
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Overall structures
To obtain an atomic description of the HSV-1
capsid and its associated tegument proteins, we
imaged intact HSV-1 virions by electron-counting

Structure of the CATC
Surrounding each capsid vertex, five CATC densities form a five-pointed star crowning the penton (Fig. 2A). The relative density values of CATC
versus its underlying triplexes are similar (Movie 2
and fig. S2B), suggesting nearly full occupancy of
CATC, in contrast to the low occupancy of CATC
in the virion of g-herpesvirus Kaposi’s sarcoma–
associated herpesvirus (KSHV) (11). Each CATC
contains a triplex-binding region bridging triplexes Ta and Tc, an extended five-helix bundle,
and a bi-lobed head region that lies in the space
between two neighboring penton MCPs (Fig. 2,
B to E). The triplex-binding region and the fivehelix bundle are well resolved (fig. S5), but the
bi-lobed head region is not and requires low-pass
filtering to 6-Å resolution for interpretation, indicating its higher level of flexibility (fig. S2B). Nonetheless, the clearly resolved secondary structures
in the head region enabled reliable fitting of two
copies of the crystal structure of the pUL25 Cterminal fragment [amino acids 134 to 580, Protein Data Bank (PDB) 2F5U] (22) (Fig. 2C and
Movie 3), inconsistent with the assignment of
one pUL25 and one pUL36 to the corresponding
bi-lobed densities in a previous cryo-EM reconstruction of HSV-1 at 6.8-Å resolution (17). Our CATC
model comprises these fitted dimer structures of
the pUL25 head domain and de novo atomic models for the triplex-binding region and the five-helix
bundle. We can model near full-length pUL17, two
copies of N-terminal pUL25 (~90 amino acids), and
two copies of C-terminal pUL36 (pUL36ct) (amino
acids 3092 to 3139) (Fig. 1D).
The 696-amino acid–long pUL17 monomer
comprises an eight-stranded b barrel at the N
terminus (“front barrel”), a seven-stranded b barrel at the C terminus (“back barrel”), and a helixrich middle segment that enwraps the b barrels
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Herpes simplex viruses (HSVs) rely on capsid-associated tegument complex (CATC)
for long-range axonal transport of their genome-containing capsids between sites of
infection and neuronal cell bodies. Here we report cryo–electron microscopy structures
of the HSV-1 capsid with CATC up to 3.5-angstrom resolution and atomic models of
multiple conformers of capsid proteins VP5, VP19c, VP23, and VP26 and tegument proteins
pUL17, pUL25, and pUL36. Crowning every capsid vertex are five copies of heteropentameric
CATC, each containing a pUL17 monomer supporting the coiled-coil helix bundle of a
pUL25 dimer and a pUL36 dimer, thus positioning their flexible domains for potential
involvement in nuclear capsid egress and axonal capsid transport. Notwithstanding newly
discovered fold conservation between triplex proteins and bacteriophage l protein gpD
and the previously recognized bacteriophage HK97 gp5–like fold in VP5, HSV-1 capsid
proteins exhibit extraordinary diversity in forms of domain insertion and conformational
polymorphism, not only for interactions with tegument proteins but also for encapsulation
of large genomes.

cryo-EM (fig. S1) and obtained a three-dimensional
icosahedral reconstruction at an effective resolution of 4.2 Å by combining 23,800 virion particles
(Fig. 1A and fig. S2A). Like earlier reconstructions
at lower resolution [for example, (17, 21)], our density map only reveals the icosahedrally ordered
components of the virion, including a triangulation number (T) = 16 capsid containing pentons,
3 quasi-equivalent hexons (P, peripentonal; E,
edge; and C, center), 6 quasi-equivalent triplexes
(Ta to Tf), and 12 star-shaped CATC densities,
each crowning a penton at the icosahedral vertex
(Figs. 1, A to C, and 2A). Through a subparticlerefinement procedure, we further improved the
structure of the vertex region containing CATC to
3.5-Å resolution (fig. S2, A and B). High-resolution
features resolved in our cryo-EM map, such as
amino acid side chains (Movies 1 and 2 and figs.
S3 to S5), enabled us to build atomic models for
both the capsid and CATC (Fig. 1D). The atomic
models for the capsid proteins are all built de novo,
including 16 copies of the major capsid protein
(MCP) VP5, 10 copies of the triplex dimer protein
(Tri2) VP23, 5 copies of the triplex monomer
protein (Tri1) VP19c, and 15 copies of the smallest
capsid protein (SCP) VP26, amounting to more
than 28,000 residues in total.
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to form two lobes (labeled “front” and “back”)
(Fig. 2F and Movie 4). A small helical domain
extends from between the two lobes (the “hump”).
A helix extending from the front lobe (“extended
helix,” amino acids 241 to 266) is the fifth helix of

the five-helix bundle and guides the positioning
of the pUL25-pUL36 helix bundle (Fig. 2, E and
F). The hump on one side and the P hexon on the
other further anchor and stabilize the helix bundle
(Fig. 2D). Overall, the position of the CATC is con-

strained by triplexes Ta and Tc and the P hexon
tower (Fig. 2D and fig. S6).
The two subunits of the pUL25 dimer in CATC
differ in structural details but bear the same domain organization, consisting of an N-terminal
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Fig. 1. Cryo-EM reconstruction and atomic modeling of the HSV-1 capsid.
(A) Radially colored cryo-EM density map of the HSV-1 capsid viewed along
a threefold axis. Fivefold, threefold, and twofold axes are denoted by a
pentagon, triangle, and oval, respectively. (B) Magnified view of one facet of
the icosahedral capsid with structural components differentially colored. The
density of triplex Tf at the center is not shown. (C) A schematic representation
of one asymmetric unit (shaded) of the capsid. An extra copy of triplex Te
Dai et al., Science 360, eaao7298 (2018)
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(unshaded) from an adjacent asymmetric unit is shown to depict that triplex
pair Tb-Te has a similar configuration as Ta-Tc, thus providing a second potential
binding site for the CATC (11, 17). The enlarged red and blue triangle shows
the heterotrimeric nature of a triplex. a.a., amino acid. (D) Atomic models of
individual capsid or tegument proteins in rainbow-colored ribbon (from blue at
the N terminus to red at the C terminus). Numbers denote chain termini or
flexible segments that are not modeled. a.a., amino acid.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the CATC. (A) Cryo-EM densities of the CATC
surrounding a penton vertex. The density map was low-pass filtered to
6-Å resolution to show the flexible pUL25 head region. (B) Magnified
view of a segmented-out CATC unit from the dashed square in (A),
showing its composition. (C) Fitting of two copies of pUL25 C-terminal
region crystal structure (PDB 2F5U) (22) into the bi-lobed head region of
CATC. The contour level for the pUL25 head region in (A) to (C) was
1.5d (where d is the standard deviation) and that of the rest was 3d.
(D and E) Top view (D) and side view (E) of CATC interacting with
underlying capsid components, shown with atomic models. On the left in
Dai et al., Science 360, eaao7298 (2018)
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(E) is a magnified view of the interface between the CATC and triplex
Tc. Hydrophobic side chains of the pUL25 dimer, Tri1, and Tri2B involved
in the interactions are highlighted. (F and G) Domain organization of pUL17
(F) and pUL25 (G). (H and I) The five-helix bundle viewed from the top
of the capsid (H) or along the center of the coiled coil (I). In (H), side
chains are shown for hydrophobic residues in the center of the helix bundle
(top), with their identities marked (grayed) in the sequence (bottom).
The arrowhead in (H) points to the position in the pUL25 sequence where
the hydrophobic residue distribution pattern breaks. Nʹ, N terminus;
Cʹ, C terminus.
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trimer consisting of one Tri1 (VP19c) and two
conformers of Tri2 (VP23)—Tri2A and Tri2B (Fig. 3,
C to F). The sequence of HSV-1 Tri1 protein VP19c
is about 40% longer than those of the Tri1 homologs in both b- and g-herpesviruses, whereas
the Tri2 protein sequences are similar in length
across the three herpesvirus subfamilies. The two
Tri2 subunits in each triplex interact through
their embracing-arm domains (amino acids 145
to 289) (Fig. 3H). The embracing-arm domains
are structurally variable between the two subunits, whereas their trunk domains (1 to 144, 290
to 318) are constant (Fig. 3G). This Tri2A-Tri2B
dimer is bound by the third-wheel domain (103
to 356, 412 to 465) of the Tri1 monomer from the
side and latched at the top by a 55–amino acid
insertional-arm domain (357 to 411) of Tri1 (Fig. 3I).
Near the bottom of this heterotrimeric interface,
an intermolecular disulfide bond formed between
Cys266 of Tri1 and Cys298 of Tri2B likely further
stabilizes the triplex (Fig. 3I, magnified view, and
fig. S4).

Movie 1. Overall structure and highresolution features of the HSV-1 capsid
icosahedral reconstruction.

Bacteriophage-related motif and
a-herpesvirus–specific features
of the triplex
Protruding from the floor of the canyons between
towering capsomers are six quasi-equivalent triplexes Ta to Tf (Figs. 1, B and C, and 3, A and B),
with only Ta and Tc providing the platform for
CATC binding (Movie 4). Each triplex is a heteroDai et al., Science 360, eaao7298 (2018)
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Movie 2. High-resolution features in the
3.5-Å resolution subparticle reconstruction
of the HSV-1 capsid vertex region.

Despite no recognizable similarity between
the Tri1 (VP19c) and Tri2 (VP23) protein sequences, the third-wheel domain of Tri1 and the trunk
domain of Tri2 both predominantly contain two
b barrels, giving rise to the homotrimeric appearance of the triplex when viewed from the inside of
the capsid (Fig. 3J). Notably, the arrangement of
the two b barrels in both Tri1 and Tri2 closely
resembles the homotrimeric cementing proteins
of dsDNA bacteriophages, such as gpD in phage l
(Fig. 3J and fig. S7). Indeed, side-by-side comparison of the chain tracing in gpD (26), Tri1, and
Tri2 reveals identical topology of their b strands
(Fig. 3K). This observation suggests that HSV-1
Tri1 and Tri2 evolved from an ancestral gene shared
by phage l gpD. Perhaps a gene-duplication event
in the herpesvirus ancestor led to divergent evolution of Tri1 and Tri2. For example, whereas each
subunit of the gpD trimer contributes an N-terminal
extension to augment a b sheet on the capsid surface (27), the two Tri2 subunits in the herpesvirus triplex do not have such a capsid-binding
N-terminal extension. Instead, the Tri1 monomer
inserts its N-terminal extension (N anchor) through
the capsid floor and folds into a tri-lobed structure inside the capsid (Fig. 3, C, D, and L) (20, 28),
anchoring the entire triplex. Selection pressure
to mediate binding of divergent tegument proteins outside the capsid and to accommodate genomes of varying sizes inside the capsid could
have also forced Tri1 to diverge on both its outer
and inner sides. Indeed, the Tri1 insertional arm,
which emanates from a topologically similar location on one of the two b barrels as that of the
Tri2 embracing arm, is the most externally located and is completely missing in HCMV Tri1 (20)
and KSHV Tri1 (28). Likewise, the genome-facing
N anchor of HSV-1 Tri1 is substantially longer
than (102 versus 44 amino acids), and not as rigid
as, that of HCMV (20).
HSV-1–specific features in the SCP
and MCP
Like that of HCMV or KSHV (20, 28), the HSV-1
MCP (VP5) subunit can be thought of as an extensive elaboration on a central bacteriophage
HK97 gp5–like (“Johnson”) fold (amino acids 51
to 193, 232 to 298, 365 to 396, 1061 to 1113), with
six additional domains, including the N lasso
(1 to 50), dimerization (299 to 364), helix-hairpin
(194 to 231), channel (407 to 480, 1335 to 1374),
buttress (397 to 406, 1048 to 1060, 1114 to 1334)
and upper (481 to 1047) domains (Fig. 4A).
The upper domain of MCP (MCPud) provides
the binding site for SCP (VP26) (Fig. 4B), which
is the most divergent, both structurally and functionally, capsid protein across all herpesvirus subfamilies. Our atomic model of the 112–amino acid
SCP monomer encompasses residues 3 to 103 and
consists of a helix-rich N-terminal domain (amino
acids 1 to 71) featuring the characteristic “stem
helix” involved in MCPud binding (29) and the
C-terminal hairpin-loop domain (72 to 112). Six
SCP subunits form a gear-shaped hexameric
ring crowning each hexon, with their hairpinloop domains bridging the gaps between adjacent hexon MCP upper domains (Fig. 4, B and C).
4 of 10
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b-strand domain (N extension, amino acids 1 to
47) that interacts with pUL17, a coiled-coil helix
domain (48 to 94), and the C-terminal head domain (134 to 580) (Fig. 2G and Movie 4). The N
extensions of the two pUL25 monomers intertwine with each other and with the back lobe of
pUL17: Three b strands (amino acids 3 to 5, 10 to
14, 24 to 26) of the upper pUL25, two b strands
(14 to 20, 26 to 28) of the lower pUL25, and two b
strands (503 to 505, 510 to 512) of pUL17 together
form two small b sheets (Fig. 2E, magnified view).
In this way, the two differently folded N extensions of the pUL25 dimer work together to fasten
the coiled-coil helix bundle to pUL17. The N extensions of the two pUL25 molecules also insert a
number of hydrophobic side chains (Phe7, Leu10,
Val12, Phe18, and Val20 of the upper pUL25 and
Phe18 and Val20 of the lower pUL25) into two
hydrophobic clefts of triplex Tc, one at the interface between Tri1 and Tri2B and the other on the
surface of Tri1 (Fig. 2E, magnified view). Notably,
only pUL25 residues are directly involved in triplex Tc binding, as opposed to previous suggestions that pUL17 directly interacts with both Ta
and Tc—a reasonable interpretation when amino
acid residues were not resolved (17).
Our identification of two copies of pUL36ct in
the helix bundle of the CATC is supported by sidechain densities resolved in the 3.5-Å resolution
subparticle reconstruction map (fig. S5). It is also
consistent with biochemical data showing that
the C-terminal 62–amino acid segment of pUL36
(also termed VP1/2) is essential for the association of pUL36 with the capsid and that this capsid association requires interaction with pUL25
in both pseudorabies virus (PRV) and HSV-1 (23, 24).
In our model, the pUL36ct dimer joins the pUL25
dimer to form a four-helix coiled coil, which in
turn rests on the extended helix of pUL17, giving
rise to the five-helix bundle (Fig. 2, H and I, and
Movie 4). Within the pUL25-pUL36ct four-helix
coiled coil, hydrophobic side chains (predominantly leucine) are spaced every three or four residues in all four helices, similar to those in a
leucine zipper (Fig. 2H). There is a break in this
pattern of hydrophobic residues at position Gln58Arg59 in pUL25 (arrowhead in Fig. 2H) where
pUL36ct incorporates into the CATC. The bundling
with pUL36ct may also stabilize the pUL25 dimer
and likely the entire CATC, as previous cryo-EM
reconstruction of a pUL36-deletion mutant of HSV-1
showed diminished CATC densities (16). The extensive interactions among all five subunits of
CATC suggest that they likely coassemble in the
nucleus and act together as a functional unit in
binding the capsid, consistent with their detections in capsids purified from the host-cell nucleus (10, 25).
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Fig. 3. Structure of the triplex. (A) Distribution of triplexes in the MCP
network. (B) Magnified view of a triplex Tb as viewed from the outside of the
capsid. (C to F) Detailed structures of triplex Tb (C) and its components
Tri1 (D), Tri2A (E), and Tri2B (F). Dotted curves in (C) and (D) denote
the N-terminal region of Tri1 that was not modeled because of its flexibility.
(G) Superposition of Tri2A and Tri2B showing constant trunk domains
and conformational differences in their embracing-arm domains. (H) Tri2A
and Tri2B embrace each other with their embracing-arm domains to
form a dimer. (I) The Tri1 insertional arm binding on top of the Tri2 dimer and
Dai et al., Science 360, eaao7298 (2018)
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the Tri1-Tri2B intermolecular disulfide bond (shown in magnified view)
stabilize the triplex structure. (J) Architectural similarities between
HSV-1 triplex (top) and the gpD trimer of phage l (bottom, PDB 1C5E)
(26). Both are viewed from the inside of the capsid. (K) Same topology of
b strands among gpD, Tri1, and Tri2. Corresponding b strands are colored
in the same way and numbered one to eight, from Nʹ to Cʹ. (L) Cryo-EM density
of triplex Tb in the same orientation as (J), showing the tri-lobed density of
the flexible Tri1 N anchor (gray), which penetrates through the capsid floor
and anchors the entire triplex to the capsid shell, as depicted in (C).
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ordinary example of structural diversification of
the HSV-1 capsid.
Discussion
Our observation of architectural similarities between herpesvirus triplex proteins and auxiliary
cementing protein gpD in bacteriophage l, in
addition to earlier identifications of bacteriophage HK97 gp5–like folds in their major capsid
proteins (27, 31) and structural similarities in their
DNA packaging and delivery apparatuses (32), indicates that the commonality between bacteriophages and herpesviruses extends to their auxiliary
components. Nonetheless, evolution seems to have
driven the diversification of capsid-fortifying strategies in these viruses to accommodate differently
sized genomes. Whereas a gpD-like cementing protein might have been replaced during evolution
by autocatalytic chemical cross-linking of capsid
proteins in HK97 (27, 33, 34), the much larger genome of herpesvirus necessitates more extensive
involvement of the triplex in building a largersized capsid—indeed, the triplex coassembles with
MCP as a major building block of the procapsid in
herpesvirus (35–37), in contrast to the gpD trimer,
which is an auxiliary addition to the matured
phage l capsid after genome packaging (27).

Movie 3. Fitting of two copies of the pUL25
C-terminal region crystal structure into the
bi-lobed head region of CATC.

Together with the above, the model of an HSV-1
particle presented here provides not only the basis
for understanding capsid assembly but also mechanistic insights into previously unexplained aspects
of the viral life cycle. We show that CATC is a
complex of tegument proteins pUL17, pUL25, and
pUL36, which have been suggested to play multiple roles, including reinforcement of the capsid
(38), retrograde transport of the incoming viral
capsid during initial infection (3, 5, 7, 39, 40), ejection of the viral genome through the nuclear pore
(41–43), and nuclear and cytoplasmic egress of the
progeny viral particles (25, 44–49). CATC binds
only the Ta-Tc triplex pair near two P hexons but
not the other quasi-equivalent Tb-Te triplex pair
near one C hexon and one E hexon (Fig. 1C),
where the slightly different geometry of the C
hexon presents a steric hindrance to CATC binding (fig. S9), as also revealed in the 6.8-Å resolu-

tion HSV-1 structure (17). This stringent selection
of binding site suggests high rigidity of the CATC,
which can be attributed to the characteristic of the
pUL17 structure—two rigidity-promoting b barrels
stuffed beneath the length-defining, helix-rich
middle segment. The specificity of CATC binding might also have functional implications in
ensuring the right timing for nuclear egress of
capsid, a function that has been associated primarily with pUL25 for its interaction with the
pUL31 component of the nuclear egress complex
(44–48). In the host-cell nucleus, CATC must select
mature capsids over immature ones (procapsids)
for nuclear egress; the geometry of neighboring
capsomers and triplexes in the spherical procapsid differs from that in the angularized mature
capsid (35), preventing premature association of
CATC to the procapsids. The structural constraints
on CATC binding also raise the question of whether it can bind to the portal vertex. Although
icosahedral reconstruction precludes knowledge
of the geometry surrounding the portal, functional studies have shown an essential role of pUL25
in HSV-1 genome release (41–43), arguing for
CATC’s existence at the portal vertex.
The bundling of pUL36ct with the pUL25 coiledcoil helix provides an anchoring point for the recruitment of pUL36 and, in turn, pUL36-binding
tegument proteins, such as the conserved pUL37
(50, 51) and pUL48 (VP16) (52), both of which can
interact with cytoplasmic tails of viral glycoproteins to facilitate virion envelopment (53–56). In
this regard, pUL36 is a pivot connecting herpesvirus
capsid assembly and primary tegumentation in
the host-cell nucleus to its secondary tegumentation (49) and envelopment in cytoplasm, and our
structure provides the first atomic view of the
early steps in this cascade of events leading to the
morphogenesis of herpesvirus virion. Beyond its
C-terminal helix resolved here, the central onethird of pUL36 also dimerizes to form a coiled-coil
helix bundle (57). Intriguingly, this structural organization of the CATC is somewhat reminiscent
of cellular motor proteins, which all contain a
coiled-coil helix bundle joining their cytoskeletonbinding globular head domains with their cargobinding domains (58–60). The involvement of
CATC in cytoskeleton-dependent a-herpesvirus
capsid transport, through either direct or indirect interactions with cellular motor proteins
(2–7, 39, 40), now opens the door for new inquiries into the remarkable ability of long-range
axonal transport of these neurotropic viruses.
Materials and Methods
Virus culture and purification
Vero cells (ATCC CCL-81) were cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) to 100% confluence and inoculated with HSV-1 (strain KOS,
ATCC VR-1493) at a multiplicity of infection (MOI)
of ~0.01. At 3 days postinfection, the culture media
were collected and centrifuged at 8000g for 15 min
to remove cell debris. Viral particles were pelleted
by centrifuging at 80,000g for 1 hour, resuspended
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), and
then purified by centrifuging through a 15 to 50%
6 of 10
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This “cross-linking” interaction of SCP resembles
that of the 170–amino acid SCP-homolog ORF65
in g-herpesvirus KSHV and thus likely has a similar function in stabilizing the hexons of the
capsid (29). This is consistent with the previous
observation that the VP26 null mutation resulted
in decreased production of infectious virus in the
nervous system of infected mice, though it had
little effect in cell culture (30). Notably, the 75–
amino acid SCP-homolog UL48.5 in b-herpesvirus
HCMV completely lacks the C-terminal crosslinking moiety found in HSV-1 and KSHV but
has evolved to stabilize the capsid by mediating
the binding of a b-herpesvirus–specific tegument
protein pp150 (19, 20).
As in HCMV and KSHV (20, 28), three types of
MCP-MCP interactions form a hierarchical network of interactions on the HSV-1 capsid floor
(Fig. 4, D and E, and Movie 5). The type I interaction is intracapsomeric b augmentation between
adjacent MCPs within a capsomer, as exemplified
by P2 and P3 MCPs in Fig. 4F: Two b strands in
the N arm of P2, two b strands in the E loop, and
one b strand in the dimerization domain of P3
together form a five-stranded b sheet. Type II and
type III interactions are intercapsomeric interactions involving the dimerization and N-lasso
domains, respectively. As exemplified in Fig. 4,
G and H, the C5 N lasso extends and lashes
around the P2 N arm and P3 E loop and the P2
N lasso extends and lashes around the C5 N arm
and C6 E loop to form a pair of type III interactions related by a local twofold axis. These type
III interactions are built on and likely strengthen
the type I interactions, as the C5 N lasso contributes two b strands to augment the existing fivestranded b sheet from P2 and P3’s type I interaction
into a seven-stranded b sheet (Fig. 4, F and H), as
does the P2 N lasso to C5 and C6 (Fig. 4H). Furthermore, a type II interaction is formed by the
dimerization domains of P3 and C6 pairing with
one another around the local twofold axis with
hydrophobic residues (Fig. 4I) and secures the
pair of type III interactions among P2, P3, C5, and
C6 (Fig. 4G).
The network interactions of the penton and its
surrounding P hexons (Fig. 4J and Movie 5) are
different from those of other hexons (Fig. 4G) in
two ways. First, the N-terminal regions of penton
MCP and P6 MCP refold and lose the canonical
N-lasso structure of the hexon MCP (Fig. 4K). As
a result, the penton neither lashes nor is lashed
by adjacent P hexons. Second, the dimerization
domain of penton MCP, as well as that of P1 MCP,
refold from the helix-turn-helix structure in a canonical type II interaction (Fig. 4I) into a single
long helix (Fig. 4J and fig. S8). The two resulting
helices interact through a series of interdigitated
leucine resides (that is, hydrophobic interactions)
buried within the interface and a series of hydrogenbonded arginine and glutamate residues lining
the inner surface of the capsid (fig. S8). Five such
helix pairs radiate from the penton channel and give
rise to a star-shaped appearance (Fig. 4L and
Movie 5) not seen in the capsids of b- (20) and
g-herpesviruses (29) and even the closely related
a-herpesvirus PRV (17), thus providing an extra-
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Fig. 4. SCP and MCP network interactions. (A) Domain organization in
a hexon MCP. (B and C) SCP binds the upper domain of hexon MCP (B),
and six copies of SCP form a gear-shaped ring crowning and stabilizing the
hexon (C). (D and E) Part of the MCP network viewed from the outside (D) or
the inside (E) of the capsid. Pen, penton. (F to I) Three types of network
interactions among hexon MCPs. (H) and (I) show the individual structures that
make up (G). The type I interaction is an intracapsomeric augmentation of
b strands from adjacent MCPs [P2 and P3 in (F)] in the same capsomer.Type II
and type III are intercapsomeric interactions among two pairs of MCPs [P2-P3
and C5-C6 in (G)] diagonally across the local twofold axis [ovals in (G) to (I)].
Dai et al., Science 360, eaao7298 (2018)
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The type III interaction builds on and fortifies the type I interaction [see C5 N
lasso in (F)]. The two dimerization domains joined by a type II interaction
(I) also sit atop a pair of type III interactions, when looking from the inside of
the capsid (G), and prevent the two N lassos [C5 and P2 N lassos in
(G) and (H)] from unwinding. (J and K) Interactions between penton MCPs
and the P1 and P6 hexon MCPs are different from the canonical hexon
MCP network interactions [compare (J) and (G), (K) and (H)]. (L) Cryo-EM
density at the penton area viewed from the inside of the capsid. The five
copies of penton MCP are differently colored, whereas all P1 MCPs are
colored in gold.
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(w/v) sucrose density gradient at 80,000g for
1 hour. Two bands in the density gradient were
usually identified. The lower band contained more
noninfectious, enveloped particles lacking nucleocapsid and thus was discarded. The upper band
was collected, diluted with PBS, and pelleted by
centrifuging at 80,000g for 1 hour. For a 1-liter
start volume of viral culture, the purified HSV-1
virions were resuspended in 30 ml PBS and subjected to cryo-EM sample preparation.
Cryo-EM sample preparation and
data collection

Movie 5. MCP network interactions in the
capsid floor.

–200 Å2 was applied to sharpen the density map
for model building and structure analysis.

Image processing
Defocus values of micrographs were determined
by CTFFIND3 (63) to be in the range of –1 to –3 mm.
A total of 45,530 particles (1440 by 1440 pixels)
were manually picked from 7356 selected micrographs using boxer in EMAN (64). The particle
images were binned 8x, 4x, or 2x stepwise to
speed up the data processing. Orientation and
center parameters for each particle image were
determined and refined with the common-line
based IMIRS program (65, 66), and 3D reconstruction was done with GPU-accelerated eLite3D (67).
In the initial step, only data lower than 30-Å resolution were used, and no CTF correction was
applied. On the basis of the reported phase residue (PR) value distribution, 28,042 high-quality
particles were selected out and divided into two
random halves for further refinement. After convergence of refinement for both halves, an FSC
curve was calculated and the resolution was determined to be 4.2 Å on the basis of the goldstandard FSC = 0.143 criterion (68). In the final
step, the two halves of the data set were combined, and a total of 23,800 particles were used
to calculate the final density map. A B-factor of
Dai et al., Science 360, eaao7298 (2018)

Movie 4. Structure of the CATC and its
interactions with the underlying
capsid components.

6 April 2018

Local averaging and atomic
model building
Quasi-equivalent copies of MCP C1 to C6, or triplexes
Tb to Te, in an asymmetric unit were segmented
out in cuboid, fitted to each other, and averaged in Chimera (69) to further improve quality of the density map and facilitate backbone
tracing for atomic model building. Ab initio
models were built manually in Coot (70), with
the local-averaged maps by the following standard modeling procedure: First, the density was
traced by the Baton mode tool in Coot; the amino
acid residues were then registered to this Baton
model; and the geometry of the full atomic model was then regularized manually in Coot and
finally iteratively refined with Phenix real space
refinement program (71). For the MCP upper domain, its existing crystal structure (PDB 1NO7) (72)
was fitted into the cryo-EM density map to guide
backbone tracing of this region. The atomic models were then fitted into every quasi-equivalent
position in the asymmetric unit and manually adjusted to account for minor structural variations.

Subparticle refinement and
model improvement
Because of the large size of the HSV-1 capsid,
any overall particle deformation and the defocus
8 of 10
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To best preserve the structural integrity of the
capsid-associated tegument proteins, we decided
to image intact virions instead of detergenttreated ones, which would have the benefits of
reduced sample thickness and better contrast
as demonstrated in the study of HCMV (20). For
cryo-EM sample preparation, 2.5 ml of purified
HSV-1 virion was applied to a glow-discharged
Quantifoil R2/1 Cu grid. The grid was manually
blotted with filter paper to remove excess sample
and flash-frozen in liquid ethane with a homemade
plunger freezing apparatus. The frozen-hydrated
grids were loaded into an FEI Titan Krios electron microscope operated at 300 kV for automated
image acquisition with Leginon (61). A total of
about 8000 movies were acquired with a Gatan
K2 Summit direct electron detection camera operated in super-resolution electron-counting mode
at a nominal magnification of ×14,000, giving a
pixel size of 1.03 Å per pixel. The dose rate on the
camera was set to ~8e per physical pixel per second and the total exposure time for each movie
was 13 s fractionated into 26 frames with 0.5-s
exposure time for each frame. Frame images in
each movie were aligned and averaged to produce
a single micrograph after correction of beaminduced drift using the GPU-accelerated motion
correction program (62).

Because of the limited resolution of the penton
area, model building for the penton MCP and the
CATC was not as straightforward as for the abovedescribed other capsid proteins, including hexon
MCPs, SCPs, and triplex proteins, and additional
strategies had to be used. Briefly, fitting of C1
hexon MCP model into the penton of a low-pass
filtered density map indicated that only their
floor regions have substantial structural differences, but their tower regions are structurally
similar. The floor region of penton MCP has adequate quality for de novo modeling, and this
model was combined with the model of the C1
hexon MCP tower to generate a chimera atomic
model of the penton MCP.
Each CATC density contains a triplex-binding
region bridging triplexes Ta and Tc, and a bilobed head region situated above penton MCPs,
joined by a coiled-coil five-helix bundle. The triplexbinding region and the five-helix bundle are well
resolved, whereas the bi-lobed head region is
only discernable when low-pass filtered to 6-Å
resolution. To model the triplex-binding region,
which was known to be mainly occupied by a
pUL17 monomer (10), we first traced its contiguous, nonbranching density segments and then
used sequence-based secondary structure prediction of pUL17 as a roadmap to determine how to
join these segments. Correct chain tracing of pUL17
is cross-validated by the good match of predicted
secondary structures and those resolved in the
density map.
To model the pUL25 of CATC, we first fitted
two copies of the crystal structure of pUL25 Cterminal region (PDB 2F5U) (22) into the bi-lobed
head region in the low-pass filtered map. These
two fitted structures were combined with de novo
models of two pUL25 N-terminal segments, each
spanning a helix in the five-helix bundle and an
extended loop in the triplex-binding region, to
produce the full atomic model of the two pUL25
subunits. De novo modeling of the two remaining helices in the five-helix bundle as pUL36ct
was straightforward in Coot, thanks to their simple structure as a contiguous helix.
In total, we built atomic models for a total of 51
unique conformers of the four capsid proteins and
three tegument proteins: 15 hexon MCP (amino
acids 8 to 1374), 1 penton MCP (19 to 33, 51 to 205,
215 to 323, 327 to 411, 430 to 1157, 1183 to 1210,
1220 to 1263, 1270 to 1299, 1312 to 1374), 15 hexon
SCP (3 to 103), 5 Tri1 (103 to 465), 10 Tri2 (1 to 165,
174 to 318 of Tri2A; 3 to 122, 127 to 163, 174 to 190,
195 to 257, 265 to 318 of Tri2B), 1 pUL17 (1 to 45, 54
to 201, 230 to 266, 356 to 562, 569 to 696), 2
pUL25 (1 to 94 for one copy, 13 to 92 for the
other copy, and each chimerized with PDB 2F5U
resolving 134 to 577), and 2 pUL36 (3092 to 3139).
As the last step, the refined atomic models of
all individual conformers were combined and
refined together in Phenix to resolve intermolecular clashes at the interface.
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gradient across the particle (that is, the Ewald
sphere effect) (73) would result in considerable
dampening of the high-resolution information
in conventional icosahedral reconstruction by
treating the particle as a whole. Both effects are
the most severe in the capsid vertex region, limiting attainable resolution of the penton and the
CATC. To further improve resolution of the vertex region, we applied a subparticle refinement
and reconstruction procedure considering both
local variations (74) and defocus gradient. Specifically, icosahedral orientation and center parameters of each particle image determined above
were used to guide extraction of all vertex regions
as subparticles with their defocus values adjusted
according to their locations on each particle. The
orientation and center parameters of these subparticles were locally refined with Relion (75), and,
by imposing C5 symmetry, we obtained a final
reconstruction at 3.5-Å resolution on the basis
of the gold-standard FSC = 0.143 criterion (68).
Atomic models of components in the vertex region (including hexon MCPs P1, P2, and P6; penton MCP; triplex Ta; and the CATC) were fitted
into the refined subparticle map, manually checked
in Coot, and refined with Phenix. Overall, our
models built from the 4.2-Å resolution icosahedral map match well with the improved subparticle map at 3.5-Å resolution, indicative of good
quality and validity of our original models.
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Focusing in on herpesvirus
The herpesvirus family includes herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1), which causes cold sores, and type 2
(HSV-2), which causes genital herpes. Herpesviruses comprise a large DNA genome enclosed in a large and complex
protein cage called a capsid (see the Perspective by Heldwein). Dai and Zhou used electron microscopy to determine a
high-resolution structure of the HSV-1 capsid bound to the tegument proteins that occupy the space between the capsid
and the nuclear envelope. The structure suggests how these components may play a role in viral transport. Yuan et al.
describe a higher-resolution structure of an HSV-2 capsid, providing insight into how the shell assembles and is
stabilized.
Science, this issue p. eaao7298, p. eaao7283; see also p. 34

